
Put Down Roots 
Put down on your Scrabble board WORD ROOTS that convey a particular description, thought, or meaning (7s then 8s) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
  

7s [CEPT] & [CEIVE] & [CAP] & [CAPT] (to take, catch, seize, hold, receive) 

CAPABLE AABCELP having ability (quality of being able to do something) [adj -R, -ST] 

CAPABLY AABCLPY CAPABLE, having ability (quality of being able to do something) [adv] 

CAPTION ACINOPT to provide with title [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAPTIVE ACEIPTV prisoner (one that is imprisoned) [n -S] 

CAPTORS ACOPRST CAPTOR, one who takes or holds captive [n] 

CAPTURE ACEPRTU to take by force or cunning [v -D,  -RING, -S] 

CONCEPT CCENOPT general idea [n -S] 

DECEIVE CDEEEIV to mislead by falsehood [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DISCEPT CDEIPST to debate (to argue about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXCEPTS CEEPSTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

INCEPTS CEINPST INCEPT, to take in [v] 

PERCEPT CEEPPRT something that is perceived [n -S] 

PRECEPT CEEPPRT rule of conduct [n -S] 

RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

RECEPTS CEEPRST RECEPT, type of mental image [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [CEPT] & [CEIVE] & [CAP] & [CAPT] (to take, catch, seize, hold, receive) 

ACCEPTED ACCDEEPT ACCEPT, to receive willingly [v] 

ACCEPTEE ACCEEEPT one that is accepted [n -S] 

ACCEPTER ACCEEPRT one that accepts (to receive willingly) [n -S] 

ACCEPTOR ACCEOPRT accepter (one that accepts (to receive willingly)) [n -S] 

CAPACITY AACCIPTY ability to receive or contain [n -TIES] 

CAPTIOUS ACIOPSTU tending to find fault [adj] 

CAPTURER ACEPRRTU one that captures (to take by force or cunning) [n -S] 

CONCEIVE CCEEINOV to understand (to grasp mentally) [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CONCEPTI CCEINOPT fertilized eggs [n CONCEPTI] 

DECEIVER CDEEEIRV one that deceives (to mislead by falsehood) [n -S] 

EXCEPTED CDEEEPTX EXCEPT, to leave out [v] 

INCEPTED CDEEINPT INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INCEPTOR CEINOPRT one that incepts (to take in) [n -S] 

PERCEIVE CEEEIPRV to become aware of through senses [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REACCEPT ACCEEPRT to accept again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECEIVER CEEEIRRV one that receives (to come into possession of) [n -S] 

RECEPTOR CEEOPRRT nerve ending specialized to receive stimuli [n -S] 
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